Modeling of Wind Energy Conversion System Including DFIG for Distributed Generation Studies
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Abstract:
A detailed model of wind power station, including Double Fed Induction Generator, DFIG is presented in this paper. Two control mechanisms are included in the model. The inner control system uses stator flux oriented control for the rotor side converter and grid voltage vector control for the grid side converter. The outer control system is used for wind turbine pitch angle. PSCAD/EMTDC is used for the simulation. The simulation model is used to investigate the performance of controllers under wind speed variations, short circuit at the grid side and dynamics of active power demand.
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1. Introduction

The increasing electricity generation from renewable resources and introduction of distributed generation into distribution systems significantly complicate distribution operating and require substantially greater analysis efforts. It is estimated that by 2010, 25-30% of new generation will be distributed and 60% of renewable resources will be utilized as DG [1]. Unlike traditional power systems, the distributed generation technologies are so various inherently and so numerous[2,3,4]. From the viewpoint of the power generation, renewable resources, as a function of time are some what unpredictable, intermittent and uncontrollable. On the other hand a high penetration of DG in the distribution network may cause power flow to reverse from distribution to the transmission grid. A DG with a renewable recourse is usually connected to the distribution grid by a power converter. These all means that there could hardly be a general method of analysis for the power systems in the presence of distributed generation and renewable resources and each configuration should be studied individually [5, 6 and 7].

This paper investigates the dynamic behavior of grid connected DFIG in a DG shape environment. For this purpose a complete wind power station, including wind turbine, wind turbine governor, wind resources and the DFIG is analyzed. Then detailed model of DFIG is presented. It consists of wound rotor induction machine, grid side converter, rotor side converter and associated controllers. The control scheme uses stator flux oriented control for the rotor side converter and grid voltage vector control for the grid side converter. The main power electronic circuits and controllers are also developed in details and in the same simulation tool. The simulation model is also used to investigate the performance of the WECS under different network conditions.

Power system is studied in a distributed generation configuration. DFIG is coupled to the power grid via a main transformer. Complete studies is performed for variable wind conditions, control of active and reactive powers, the performance of DFIG under fault conditions and the interaction between DFIG and power system under variable loads. Simulation studies for wind variation includes gust component in wind. The responses of rotor speed, active power output, blade pitch angle, DC voltage of the grid side converter, rotor and stator currents are obtained for various conditions of power grid.

While this study shows the performance of a wind power station in variable wind and power grid conditions, it is an essential and preliminary part of investigating the integrating issues of renewable distributed generation with power grid.

2. Modeling of Wind Energy Conversion System

Modeling and control of WECS has well been discussed in the literature [9, 10, 11 and 12]. It usually consists of: wind source, turbine aerodynamics, turbine shaft and a gearbox, generator, power electronic converter and control system. Wind source is used to generate several wind conditions, including wind mean speed, wind ramp, wind gust and wind noise. A horizontal 3 blade, pitch controlled wind turbine with a wind governor is used to acquire the desired power coefficient, Cp.

2.1. Generator

Among the several configurations of wind energy conversion systems, the concept of Double Fed Induction Generator, DFIG, has gained so much attention. This configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The theory and analysis of DFIG has well been discussed in the literature [8, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16]. A frequency converter controls the current in the rotor winding; this enables a decoupled power control of the machine with a constant frequency in the variable wind speed. The power electronic converter id usually at 20-30% of nominal generator power, an advantage compared to other variable speed WECS [8]. It is shown that the wind turbine market trend is toward application of this configuration due to its inherent compatibility with wind energy.

2.2. Grid Side Converter

This converter keeps the voltage of DC link constant, regardless the magnitude and direction of rotor power. For this purpose a vector control approach is implemented in the simulation tool. The reference frame is oriented along the grid side voltage a decoupled power flow between the grid and converter is obtained.

![Fig.1. Variable wind speed turbine with DFIG](image)

2.3. Rotor Side Converter

The frequency of the rotor is a function of turbine speed. The objective here is to independently control the electrical torque and the rotor excitation current. For this purpose a dq axis frame is used while oriented along stator flux vector position.
3. Control System

Based on [15] the control system components are implemented in the PSCAD/EMTDC environment. The system is equipped with a double layer control capability. The inner layer controls the electrical while the outer controls the mechanical dynamics. At lower wind speed the pitch angle is kept constant and generator torque control aims at optimum tip speed ratio \( \lambda_{tip} \). For wind speed higher than nominal pitch control is necessary for the mean rated rpm of rotor and generator torque control aims at smooth output power.

3.1. Control of Grid Side Converter

Grid side converter is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Grid side converter

The voltages across the inductors are:
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(1)

Using dq transformation on the equation 2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{di}{dt} & = Ri + L \frac{dq}{dt} + \omega Li + v \\
\frac{dq}{dt} & = Ri + L \frac{dq}{dt} + \omega Li + v
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

The active and reactive power flow is:

\[
P = 3(v_q i_d + v_d i_q)
\]

\[
Q = 3(v_d i_q + v_q i_d)
\]

(3)

The angular position of grid voltage is:

\[
\theta = \int \omega \ dt = \tan^{-1} \frac{v_x}{v_y}
\]

(4)

Where \( v_x \) and \( v_y \) are the voltage components of stationary 2 axis reference frame. The firing pulses of the grid side converter are obtained on the basis of the above equations and using a conventional SIN-PWM. The main block diagram for the stator side converter and its decoupled P-Q controller is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Control of rotor side converter

The relation between stator voltage and rotor flux can be written as:

\[
v_{st} - R_{st} i_{st} = \frac{d \lambda_{st}}{dt}
\]

(5)

Measuring voltages and using Clarke transformation, the position of rotor flux can be obtained from:

\[
\lambda_{st} = \int (v_{st} - R_{st} i_{st}) \ dt
\]

\[
\lambda_{rot} = \int (v_{rot} - R_{rot} i_{rot}) \ dt
\]

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1} \frac{\lambda_{rot}}{\lambda_{st}}
\]

(6)

Using an inverse dq transformation and knowing the flux vector position the reference currents can be obtained. A conventional current controlled PWM then can be used to acquire firing pulses of the rotor side converter. The block diagram for the rotor side converter is shown in Figure 4.

4. Simulation Results

The performance of DFIG and its controllers has been studied in 3 different operation conditions including different wind conditions, 3-phase network fault and grid reactive power control. The simulation results which were most of interest are presented in this paper. The pitch angle in all the simulation was chosen to be written as:

\[
v_{st} - R_{st} i_{st} = \frac{d \lambda_{st}}{dt}
\]

(5)

Fig.3. Main block diagram of grid side converter

Fig.4. Main block diagram of rotor side converter

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1} \frac{\lambda_{rot}}{\lambda_{st}}
\]

(6)
4.1. Wind Speed is Above Nominal Speed
In Figures 6-11 the control systems responses are shown to this condition. The blades pitch angle is increased from initial 15 deg. up to 27 deg. to control the rotor speed. The variation of pitch angle is shown in Figure 6. After the rotor speed is decreased to reach about the desired power, Figure 7, the operation of DFIG will be at the active power set point and zero power factor, as shown in Figures 8-9. The DC voltage of grid side converter is also kept constant by means of its control system, Figure 10-11.

4.2. Wind Speed with Gust Component
As a result of gust components in wind speed, beginning from 4th second, there are some fluctuations in rotor speed, as shown in Figures 12-15. The pitch angle reaches its optimum value after a transient. The active and reactive powers remain at their set points.

4.3. Wind Speed with Ramp Component
Data for the ramp components is given in table 1. The responses of control are shown in figures 16-18. As the pitch angle approaches to its optimum value, its responses to the ramp components are clearly shown in these figures. The active power output is kept almost constant despite of the ramp components the variation of rotor speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Wind Ramp Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ramp Maximum Velocity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ramp Period</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ramp Start Time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Ramps</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Wind Speed with Noise Component
The default data of PSCAD is used for the noise component and is given in table 2. The simulation results are shown in Figures 19-20. Noise components in the wind as in reality, has the worst effect on the performance of the DFIG. The active power has the most fluctuations among different conditions of wind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Wind Gust Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise Amplitude Controlling Parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface Drag Coefficient</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Noise Components</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turbulence Scale</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random Seed Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Interval for Random Generation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. Three Phase Fault at Grid Side
Figures 21-23 show the response of the DFIG to a three phase fault at 6th second. Figure 21-a, shows the rotor current during short circuit when the DFIG is connected to the grid through a line with high impedance. In Figure 21-b the rotor current is shown when the impedance of the line is low or the grid has a high short circuit level. The current of stator is also shown in Figure 22. The voltage of capacitor during fault is shown in Figure 23. As it was expected, the simulation results show the difficulties involved when connecting the wind turbine to a weak grid.

4.6. Reactive Power Control of DFIG
The reactive power control of networks with DG units is necessary not only for controlling the voltage profile but also for acquiring the desired active power from the DG units. The reactive power of DFIG can be controlled by desired set point of the grid side. Figure 24 shows a varying reactive power; in fact the “zero” set point of Figure 3 is used to control the reactive power according to grid side demands. As shown in Figure 25 the active power is kept constant during the reactive power variation. If the system is intended to operate in reactive power control mode it will be necessary to over rate the power electronic converter.
by some extend. If this feature is used to absorb the reactive power, the amount of installed DG units can be increased with a controlled voltage profile. This operating mode can also be used to reactive power generation as shown in Figure 24. The role of DFIG, as a source of multifunctional device, recently is gaining more attention in the literature [17, 18 and 21].

4.7. Grid Frequency Support
Like the most renewable energy sources, variable speed WECS is working at its maximum power production. So the duration of frequency support of DFIG can only last for a few seconds in the cost of decreasing the rotor speed from its optimum value and decreasing power. Additional controllers are needed for the short term frequency support of DFIG as discussed in [19, 20]. If the system is intended to operate in a frequency control mode, the simplest method can be operating in a non-optimum power. When the wind speed is below the nominal, this can be achieved by operating at non optimum tip speed ratio. When the wind speed is above the nominal, decreasing the pitch angle will increase the delivered power to the grid at the cost of increasing mechanical stress. Figures 26-28 show the performance of DFIG in the described situations. As the simulation results show and noticing the rotor and stator currents in these conditions the duration of these operating states has to be kept as short as possible due to electrical and mechanical stresses.

5. Conclusion
It is expected that a significant part of wind power will be used in the form of DG in the distribution networks. Unlike the conventional power sources with a steady running prime mover, any type of renewable energy has an unsteady nature. The variety of technologies used in renewable energy conversion makes it necessary to acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the performance of the relevant technology. In this paper a review, modeling and simulation of WECS including DFIG is presented. It is shown that more flexible types of DFIG will meet the requirement of renewable energy conversion systems. On the other hand using DFIG will improve the efficiency of the power conversion and provides a flexible DG to interact with the distribution network. Also the performance of distribution systems including DG wind generation is studied. Above the nominal wind speed, pitch angle is used to control the mechanical power. The DFIG is also has a flexible performance during wind gusts. During transient conditions it has an acceptable performance, nevertheless it is necessary to study auxiliary controls in a sever fault condition. DFIG can operate at zero power factors and it is also possible to set a reactive power factor set point according to the distribution network condition. The role of DFIG as a multifunctional device and power conditioner is also expected to rise. More likely DFIG will be used as a Renewable Flexible Distributed Generation (RFDG) device. Further studies are required to investigate the performance of DFIG, using more realistic models of distribution grid. A configuration of multiple DFIGs including the detailed models, connected to the distribution grid is also necessary to study the overall performance of distribution grids with DGs. Another application could be when it is possible to operate DFIG by a permanent prime mover rather than wind power. In this case where the variable speed capability of DFIG is not required it can be used as a compensator or power conditioner.

6. Simulation Figures

![Fig.6. Pitch angle (Degree)](image-url)
Fig. 7. Rotor speed (pu)

Fig. 8. Active power output (MW)

Fig. 9. Reactive output power (MVAr)
Fig.10. Capacitor DC voltage (KV)

Fig.11. Capacitor DC voltage (KV)

Fig.12. Pitch angle (Degree) - gust component
Fig. 13. Rotor speed (pu) - Gust component

Fig. 14. Active power output (MW) - Gust component

Fig. 15. Reactive output power (MVAr) - Gust component
Fig. 16. Pitch angle (Degree) - ramp component

Fig. 17. Active power output (MW) - ramp component

Fig. 18. Rotor speed (pu) - ramp component
Fig. 19. Pitch angle (Degree) - noise component

Fig. 20. Active power output (MW) - noise component

Fig. 21-a. Rotor current (kA) - three phase fault
Fig. 21-b. Rotor current (kA) - three phase fault

Fig. 22. Stator current (kA) - three phase fault

Fig. 23. Capacitor DC voltage (KV) - three phase fault
Fig. 24. Reactive power output (MW) - reactive power control

Fig. 25. Active power output (MW) - Reactive power control

Fig. 26. Active power output (MW) - active power control
Fig. 27. Rotor current (kA) - active power control

Fig. 28. Stator current (kA) - active power control
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